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In The Name Of God
Revolution Command Council
Decision NO. /974
Date Decision /24/7/1978
Decision
In accordance with (a) item rule from forty – two from the temporary edict.
Revolution Command Council during its meeting in 24/7/1978 decided the
follows:
1. Possesses the General Institution of North Oil of lands, which were possessed

for Tameem Governorate (Municipalities) purposes according to revolution
command council decision NO. (900) in 10/8/1977.

2. Possesses Tameem Governorate (Municipalities) without lands alternatives
that are their numbers and names shown in List NO. (1) that are named by
local administration of Tameem Governorate .

3. Possesses Tameem Governorate (Municipalities) lands that are their numbers
and names shown included this decision (including also the lands that are
possessed to State possession and the left ones). Except this from the
sentenced procedures of Possession law NO. (54) of 1970 (approved) and the
Law of Uniting State classification lands NO. 53 of 1976. To be recorded as
a clear possession and void of any personal right for others. To exchange
possession alternatives for the deserves from the National Development Plan
Budget after cutting a share of the storage and the share of mortgage owner
according to Omission judgment rule of mortgage right NO. (150) of 1967
approved.

4. Estimate possession alternative for the mentioned lands in (3) item of this
decision by the Committee made by Tameem Governor except from
revolution command council decision NO. (222) in 26/2/1977 .. The
Committee decision must be then decisive and obligate and has no way of
retreat .

5. Authorize Tameem Governorate to sell the inhabitance places that are shown
by revolution command council decision NO. (900) in 10/8/1977, to workers
craftsmen and employers of Kirkuk by (150) fillis price for one square meter
as for the workers and craftsmen concern while (250) fillis for the employers
.

6.  Do not permit the demeanor right to be done according to (5) above item
upon the mentioned inhabitance places just when fulfilling to built the house
on its ground of course, after the permission of Tameem Governorate . To
except from this the procedures of transferring or bonding in the mortgage
bank. The Just writers are prevented from arranging or confirming any
contract or exchanging of these mentioned lands .

7. Taking from the buyer a requirement in one dinar to record the sale
procedures. To except this from Law rule of record Mortgage requirement
NO. (126) in 1974, and stamp law NO. (16) in 1974 .
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8. Authorizes Mortgage Record Municipality of Tameem Governorate to
accomplish the uniting, listing and selling decrees in just one achievement
decrees without confirmation from the taxes and other managements . Then
record quarters roads schools gardens and all other places under a name of
specialized assemblies except from Mortgage law procedures NO. (43) in
1971.

9. A. The mortgage Bank Municipality in Tameem Governorate must be
responsible for

A. Lending the owner of the mentioned lands , as for the employers , craftsmen
and workers concern and do not bond by mortgage lending conditions for it
prevents the included person to have advantages from this decision from the
mentioned lend .
b. The mentioned Municipality must be responsible for lending the included one
by this decision a sum of about (500) five thousand dinar as for the workers and
craftsmen and (1000) one thousand dinar for the employers in addition to, the
mortgage lend that is mentioned in above (1) with the same benefit when having
the building permission.
c. To proportion the mentioned lends that are mentioned above (B,C) for no
more than (30) year .
10. The specialized Ministers must be responsible for implementing this

decision.

Ahmed Hassan Al- Baker
Chief Revolution Command Council




